
Dear Harvest Partner,
This month I will continue more of the dates, cycles and events in the heavens, the mysteries and prophetic

significance along with other unusual events. There will be coming some strange conjunctions and alignments of
the planets for they are predestined by God to meet at certain times in the constellations, symbolically
declaring that important major events will be occurring upon the earth. This is a unique time in history
where the nation is in turmoil. It seems to be breaking up and will come back together  under  one system.

Now let’s take a look at these important cycles that we have been talking about in the past letters. February 3, 2012 a
new 14 year cycle began. Since the beginning of the 17 year cycle that started in Nov. 2008 there has been much
chaos with riots on a worldwide basis especially in the Middle East, a most important area, changing
leaders and dictators, opening the doors for a possible peace agreement that will come. In 2013 the Catholic
Church chose a new pope and crowned him on March 13, 2013. He has chosen the name as Pope Francis I. – 2014 Pope
Francis travelled on a worldwide basis, more than any pope, delivering a message of peace and hope for the poor and
world stability. Next, he travelled to Israel. During this time there was the most activity in the heavens. April 23, 2014,
this event known as a grand square, commonly known as the Cardinal Grand Cross involved four heavenly bodies:
Uranus, Mars, Pluto and Jupiter. All four were at opposition of one another making a perfect 90 degree square of 13, by
13, by 13, by 13 degrees. – I’m going to make a note here that the number 13 gives us the most information as the start
to one of the most important events in the history of mankind. – There was also the date of April 15, 2014, an important
celestial event, the beginning of the four blood moons. A quantum leap of events began. May 24-26, 2014 Pope
Francis, the first pope to schedule a major meeting to Israel also included meetings with Israeli and
Palestinian leaders as well as Jewish, Catholic, Orthodox and Muslim leaders. Since then he has met with
many other world leaders including a meeting with the Russian President Vladimir Putin, June 10, 2015. In
May 2015 the Vatican announced a treaty to be signed shortly with the State of Palestine. – Now here is an important
prophecy Neal Frisby wrote in 1967: “I saw the pope and world leaders working out a plan for the Jews
how to coexist with Russia forming a world peace agreement.” (More about this prophecy later .) – Another
historical event: Pope Francis scheduled a visit to the United States Sept. 19-27, 2015. For the first time in U.S. history a
pope addressed a joint session of the United States Congress in Washington, D.C. on Sept. 25, 2015, the first pontiff
ever to do so in congressional history. During and around the time of this historical event an annular solar eclipse took
place on Sept.13, 2015 and immediately after on Sept. 28th there was a super moon in total eclipse over the east coast
and Washington, D.C. It was the last of the four blood moons since April 15, 2014. These events were significant at the
time of these important historical events. March 9, 2016 a total solar eclipse took place along with Jupiter opposite the
Sun and the Moon at the same time.

In the
future, August 21, 2017 there will be a total solar eclipse over the United States. (We’ll speak more on this later.)

And now a quote from Neal
Frisby:

– “Let’s take note. This reveals wind currents and
even the experts explain that the weather patterns are unstable and becoming chaotic! – Ocean currents are changing and
some flowing in the opposite directions! – Evidently this is the reason for too much rain in one place and not enough in
another! – Also in combination with the unusual sunspots is what brings on the harsh winters creating famines and
droughts in other parts of the world! –

– Also a reputable science magazine gave this apocalyptic warning: “The world, as we know it, will
likely be ruined. The momentum toward tragedy is at this moment so great that there is no way of halting it. No amount
of scientific wizardry or improved weather will change this situation!” End quote.

This month I am releasing a book called and also a DVD, “Faith Declares It A Reality.” - In the
next couple of months we will be sending large amounts of books and material to the overseas partners for upcoming
crusades. Your help will truly be appreciated for your support of the ministry the Lord will surely bless and guide you
for the coming turmoil ahead. I’ll be praying for you.
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